EPEX SPOT is looking for a Business System Analyst
Fluent in English
permanent employment contract

THE COMPANY

The European Power Exchange EPEX SPOT SE and its affiliates operate short-term electricity markets for Germany, France, United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Belgium, Austria, Switzerland and Luxembourg; markets representing 50% of European electricity consumption. Joining EPEX means to work for a dynamic company which operates in a constantly moving landscape, where regulation, power generation and consumption fundamentals as well as financial technology keep evolving.

EPEX SPOT plays a pivotal role by ensuring that the pricing of electricity on the wholesale market remains accurate by offering its members the right products for power trading. Our strength is our staff, consisting of ambitious team players who all want to shape the future of the European power market. Striving for the well-functioning Internal Energy Market, EPEX SPOT shares its expertise with partners across the European continent and beyond. We offer you the opportunity to be part of this endeavor. Do you want to change the world of power? Join us!

EPEX SPOT is a European company (Societas Europaea) in corporate structure and staff, based in Paris with offices or affiliates in Amsterdam, Bern, Brussels, Leipzig, London and Vienna. 285 companies have traded 530 TWh of electricity on EPEX in 2016. EPEX SPOT is member of EEX Group, part of Deutsche Börse. European electricity transmission system operators hold 49% of EPEX SPOT through HGRT.

For more information, please visit www.epexspot.com.

MISSION AND CONTENT OF THE JOB

In order to support the development of EPEX SPOT markets, the Business System Analyst will be part of the Project Department and will actively work on multiple projects with various EPEX Departments.

His/her main missions will be the development of our continuous systems and consists of the following activities:

- Collect and analyse the internal and external needs regarding our continuous systems in close cooperation with various EPEX SPOT departments such as Market Operations and IT
- Critically evaluate the information gathered from multiple sources, reconcile conflicts, decompose high-level information into details, abstract up from low-level and/or applied information to a more general understanding, and determine solution ideas from the requirements
- Contribute to the definition of a strategy for the continuous systems development
- Provide accurate specifications towards our internal and external software providers
- Support and guide our internal and external software providers to ensure an efficient development
• Ensure the alignment between the content of specifications and the business need by insisting on the relationship with the user within the specification phase
• Coach the test team on continuous systems by providing knowledge transfer, advising on the test strategy and participating in the defect review sessions
• Coach the market operations team on continuous systems by providing training, advising on the go live approach and assisting in the resolution of issues
• Act as a functional/technical continuous system expert by pro-actively assisting the project manager and others whenever needed during the course of the project

SKILLS & ABILITIES

You are autonomous and dynamic and you are able to manage your time and priorities efficiently which allows you to work on several topics at the same time.

You have a natural talent for social interaction and you have developed a strong ability to work in team and align yourself with your manager.

You have a taste for taking the lead on the topics you're involved in, and you have excellent communication skills, both in written and verbal form.

You're interested in discovering different cultures and working styles, which gives you a taste for travel

… this position is made for you!

EDUCATION

• Master Degree (IT, Engineering or Science) or equivalent

LANGUAGE SKILLS

• Fluent English (written and verbal) is required (working language).

EXPERIENCE

• 3-5 years working experience in the field of (Business) System Analysis
• Interest in software development, you are able to read a source code but not necessary to write it
• Experience with information technology
• Experience in financial markets, energy markets, exchange activities would be appreciated

REMUNERATION

• Remuneration: according to the candidate’s experience and profile
• Location: Paris or Amsterdam

Contact
career@epexspot.com